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In-class Writing Analysis: Cause and Effect 
Organization Goals for next timed 

writing 
INTRODUCTION 
1. What kind of introduction do I have?    HOOK                 FUNNEL 
2. What other information do I include? 
 

 

THESIS 
3. Is my thesis at the end of the introduction? ____ 
4. Underline the topic and circle words that indicate cause or effect. 
 

 

BODY PARAGRAPHS 
5. List the topics of each of the body paragraphs.  
    Do they support the thesis? _____ 

____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
 

6. List the transition words used to indicate cause. 
     
__________________________________________________________________ 
7. List the transition words used to indicate effect. 
     
__________________________________________________________________ 
8. Does each body par.  have a topic sentence that includes all the ideas in the par.? _____ 
 
9. Is each topic sentence supported with 2 specific examples and details? ____ 
 

 

Conclusion 
10. Does the conclusion . . .  
   RESTATE THESIS            or              SUMMARIZE KEY POINTS 
 
11. What other information do I include in my conclusion? 
 
12. Do I have a clincher? ____ 
 

 

 
Look at the grading rubric for organization and give yourself a grade.   ____/4 
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Style Goals for next timed writing 
PUNCTUATION      
Choose one body paragraph and do the following: 
2. Circle all the coordinators (FANBOYS). 
    Do I connect two independent clauses?                                 YES                  NO 
    Do I use a comma before each one?                                        YES                  NO 
 
3. Circle all semi-colons. 
    Do I separate two independent clauses?                                YES                  NO 
 
4. Underline each dependent clause. 
    Are the commas used correctly?                                               YES                 NO 
 
5. Look at the independent clauses (not underlined).  
    Are there any sentences that seem too long?                         YES                 NO 

 

GRAMMAR       
Choose a different body paragraph and do the following: 
6. Circle all the verbs. 
    Is there subject-verb agreement?                                              YES                NO 
    Do I use the correct verb form and tense?                               YES                NO 
     
7. Put a box around all the nouns. 
    Are plural and singular forms used correctly?                        YES                NO 
    Do I use the appropriate article when necessary?                  YES                NO 
  
8. Underline all the pronouns.                                            YES                NO 
    Am I consistent with pronouns? 

 

SPELLING and VOCABULARY       
Choose a different body paragraph and look for the following: 
9. Are there any spelling errors?                                                     YES              NO 
                                                      Write the words on the right side of the chart  
 
10. Do I use any French words?                                                      YES              NO 
                                                      Write the words on the right side of the chart  

 

 
Look at the grading rubric for style and give yourself a grade: ____/ 6 


